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How to Outsource
well to successfully
save time and
avoid wasting
money

My hints and tips for a ensuring a
winning start

Hey!
I'm ready to outsource but what if I waste lots of time and money training up the wrong person?
I know what I want to delegate but I don't know how to do this smoothly.
I have never managed a team before; this feels scary.
These may be some of the thoughts and feelings that arise when you begin considering
expanding your business and outsourcing tasks.
Don't worry!
Outsourcing CAN go really smoothly and I will explain how so that you can get
back to what lights you up and makes you the most money in your business.
Follow my tips and advice for what to put in place to ensure you and your chosen VA
can get off to a winning start.

A bit about me
Hey! I am Carly, a wife, mum of 2 boys and a business
manager. I understand and live the juggle first hand. This is
the reason I started my business; to be more flexible and in
control of my own time. I also get to do the same for my
clients. It's win win!
I have been a PA or VA for more than 10 years. I love being
able to support other women in growing their business
dreams, relieving pressure and giving back our most
important commodity...TIME.
The best part is YOU get to choose what you do with the
extra time.

Introduction
Firstly, congratulations!
You have made the decision to get support in your business.
This is a huge decision and often a VA can be one of the first people you bring into your
business. This is a big deal. You are trusting someone with your business!
It is important to set yourself and your VA up to succeed.

It is true your VA will be able to help you create or improve processes and offer advice as
your working relationship grows, but in the beginning the BEST thing you can do is
KNOW what you want from them!
This sounds silly or obvious but if you are not clear on what you want your VA to
achieve, it's challenging to get the results you desire.
I have been working as a VA and OBM for more than 3 years now and have experienced
successful and productive relationships, as well as some with room for improvement.
I have put together my top 5 tips for outsourcing well...
You can use the following pages to make notes, which can form part of your
recruitment process in order to help generate applications from the right VA for you.
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1. Choose which tasks to outsource

Make a list of the tasks that you would like to outsource; the ones you no longer
want to do or that are most easily delegated. Choose whole tasks so your VA can
complete the whole process.
>> 100% of my clients start with social media scheduling and newsletters.
Start small, with one task. This way you and your VA can get to know each other
and refine processes before you hand over more. If for any reason your relationship is
not as expected, it's easy to simply take that one task back.
Use my template here to discover which tasks are your zone of genius; the
tasks that move your business forward, and should really stay with you. Then
ultimately which tasks prevent you from working on those and therefore
should be outsourced. List them here:
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2. Know your budget

Before hiring or even having your first discovery call, think about how much you
want or can spend. By having a figure in mind your VA can let you know how many
hours this equates to per week or month and you can think about how much you can
realistically remove from your to do list.
Often you will find your VA will get quicker at the tasks you have delegated.
Remember they are learning about you and your business and as time goes on, they
will become much more familiar.
Some VAs will charge by the hour, others will require upfront retainers. You may also find
packages on offer based on common tasks.
According to the Society of Virtual Assistant’s annual survey, the average rate for a
VA in the UK is around £27 an hour. You can definitely hire a VA for less and you
will find others that charge more...remember cheaper is not always best and may cost
you more in the long run.

The figure I am happy to spend:

This equates to how many VA hours?
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3. Have your processes in order

This is a biggy!
These don't have to be perfect but some sort of outline of how you are currently
completing a task or would like it completed, goes a long way as a starting point.
The easiest clients to work with are those that know what they want!
Providing vague tasks do not result in productive output. Your VA will be secondguessing what you want and therefore the hours you are paying for are quickly used
up.
Your VA can help streamline or even automate some of your tasks as time goes on.
If the task you are choosing to outsource first does not have a process in place,
use this space to map it out.
PRO TIP: Use Loom to record yourself completing the task...this can form part of
your VA's training!!
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4. Type of Support

Are you looking for more traditional PA work like email and diary management?
Perhaps someone to plan out a strategy and schedule all your social media content?
Someone to create automations, lead magnets, courses and websites?
Someone to take on whole areas of your business such as managing your team,
your clients, project managing launches of services and products?
Being clear on this will help you narrow down who to work with and enable you
to check they have the right skillset for your requirements.
Differences between VAs and OBMs...
A VA is task-oriented and takes on specific projects to help clients achieve defined
outcomes. These tasks could include social media scheduling, email management
or newsletter/blog creation.
An OBM will take on the management of projects, operations, team members and
strategy. An OBM is the buffer between the client and their team and can give an
additional perspective on strategy and solutions. Business owners benefit from
having someone to bounce ideas off.
The skill set my VA needs is:
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5. Communication and Feedback

Think about how you would prefer to communicate with your VA...choosing one
form is often best. You can decide if it will be email, Slack, Messenger etc but one is
often better than all. Keeping work correspondence in one place is best practice to
ensure nothing gets missed.
Get comfortable with providing feedback! Your VA will appreciate it. In the early
days the more the better. The quicker they get to know your likes, the quicker they
can become an extension of you!

I prefer to communicate using:

To feel comfortable providing feedback I need to:
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Bonus Tip

Recommendations are the BEST!
If you are in the online space and looking for a VA, you more than likely know
someone who has/had one, or knows of a good one!
There are so many to choose from so posting online will get a lot of attention and
result in a lot of your time sifting through messages and pitches.
Try to get a few recommendations that you can arrange to speak with. Remember
to be clear on what you want and what your budget is...and have some questions
ready!

Who do I know that could recommend a VA?

..
Tip.

Use the notes you have created throughout this booklet to form the basis of your
recruitment process or at the very least as prompts on any discovery calls you book.

Finding Your Cheerleader!
Yaaaay! Do you feel ready to outsource?
I know it may seem like I am suggesting additional work during a period when you are
actually lookig to save time, however a little planning will ensure a much quicker and
successful onboarding and integration for your new VA/OBM.
Having a VA on your team offers wonderful benefits. The obvious ones being relieving
pressure, giving you back time, taking on those tasks you don't enjoy,
The less obvious ones...
You gain a cheerleader, someone to promote you and your business
A new business bestie
Someone to bounce ideas off, strategise with, meet for coffee virtually or otherwise

If you would like help finding your cheerleader please do get in
touch!
If I can't help personally I have a membership full of Virtual
Assistants raring to find wonderful clients.
We would love to see you working more on
the things you love.
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